Host Jamie_O says:
<<<<<<BEGIN Mission>>>>>>

EO_Nadal says:
::Is in the Turbo lift, heading to the Captains Ready Room.:: Self: These diplomatc missions can be a pain sometimes.. ::Paces.:: Making sure everything is clean. ::Turns to face the door.:: I wish I could do something else than clean the power transfer conduits. ::Sighs.::

CMO_Lennier says:
::walks into the OL of the Huron and sits down::

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::at engineering station on the Bridge::

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
::on the bridge at tactical. activating yellow ylert, raising shields, and powering wespons to maximum::

SO_Lt_Berlin says:
::Finishes off a cup of coffee in the mess hall slowly::

FCO_Hewitt says:
::walks onto bridge to CO ready Room::

OPS_Thornne says:
::Going over some last minute instructions with his relief officer at the OPS station, as he prepares to go to the briefing::

Host CO_Prin says:
::inside the Observation Lounge::

CMO_Lennier says:
::sees the captain:: Kaytie: hey there

CNS_Reyvad says:
::sitting in the OL, adjusts his uniform::

OPS_Thornne says:
::Walks toward the Observation Lounge::

CNS_Reyvad says:
::feels odd, in uniform for the first time in days::

ACSO_T`Rylea_Rochelle says:
::finishes up her diagnostic on the sensor grid and checks the flight path that they will take, scans it and is content that no surprises will happen:

EO_Nadal says:
::Exits the TL, heads the Captains Ready Room. Motions the CEO to follow.:: CEO: Sir..  Were needed in the Captains Ready Room.

SO_Lt_Berlin says:
::Decides to take her coffee with her and heads to the nearest TL::

CNS_Reyvad says:
::avoids meeting the eyes of anyone entering the OL::

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::finishes some tweaks to the inertial dampers and heads to the OL::

Host CO_Prin says:
::smiles::  CMO:  Lennier, how are you this morning.

FCO_Hewitt says:
::enters OL for briefing::

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
::powers up all tactical sensors,sets the computer to inform him if anything happens,  and then leaves and heads to the observation lounge ::

Lennier says:
CO: a bit sore still but fine

OPS_Thornne says:
::Enters the observation lounge, takes a seat, notices how the Captain looks radiant, thinks being enngaged must agree with her::

ACSO_T`Rylea_Rochelle says:
::Satisfied everything is ready she heads to the Observation Lounge for the meeting::

SO_Lt_Berlin says:
TL: Deck one.

CMO_Lennier says:
::sits down beside the Captain::

Host CO_Prin says:
CMO:  You better be taking it easy...

CMO_Lennier says:
CO: yes i am captain, dont worry..

Host CO_Prin says:
::looks around the room to see if everyone is there::

ACSO_T`Rylea_Rochelle says:
::enters the OL and sits next to the EO::

SO_Lt_Berlin says:
::Leaning against the wall::

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::walks in to the OL::

FCO_Hewitt says:
::walk over and take an empty sit::

Host CO_Prin says:
CMO: <w> I'll always worry..  ::smiles::

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::sees Nadal and grabes a seat next to him::

EO_Nadal says:
::Chuckles to himself and finaly remembers, heads to the Observation Lounge.:: Self: Gee.

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
::arrives at the OL, enters, and sits next to the FCO::

OPS_Thornne says:
::Looks at the PADD he brought in with him, going over possible routes for the shuttles::

CMO_Lennier says:
CO: i know that Kaytie.

SO_Lt_Berlin says:
::Exits the TL and heads to the Officer's lounge........slips in and finds a seat::

EO_Nadal says:
::Leans to his boss.:: CEO: How did things look before you left the bridge station? ::Looks around.::

FCO_Hewitt says:
::notice the CTO taking seat by her:: CTO: Hello.

CNS_Reyvad says:
::head down::

Host CO_Prin says:
::stands up and smiles::  All:  May I have your attention please.

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
FCO: hi... ::smiles::

CMO_Lennier says:
::looks at the CO::

EO_Nadal says:
::Stands at attention, with a smile.::

ACSO_T`Rylea_Rochelle says:
::looks at the CO:

OPS_Thornne says:
::Looks up from his PADD, giving his attention to the Captain::

SO_Lt_Berlin says:
::takes a sip of her coffee and watches the CO over the rim of her glass::

FCO_Hewitt says:
::give her attention to CO::

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::whispers::EO: fine you did a good job while I was out

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
::hears the CO and turns arround::

Host CO_Prin says:
All:  When I call your name, I would like you to stand up...  ::looks at her list::

EO_Nadal says:
::Smiles, leans and whispers while facing the Captian.:: CEO: Thanks.  I did the best that I could sir. ::Snaps back to attention.::

Host CO_Prin says:
All:  Lt Reyvad

EO_Nadal says:
::Sits, feeling embarrised.::

Host CO_Prin says:
All:  Ens MacDonald

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
EO: ::whispering::go ahead and be comfortable untill she call's your name though

CNS_Reyvad says:
::looks up::  CO: Yes, Captain?

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
<EO:>

Host CO_Prin says:
All:  LtJG Johnson

CMO_ Lennier says:
::stands up::

Host CO_Prin says:
All: Lt Berlin

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
::stands up::

EO_Nadal says:
::Smiles, whispers.:: CEO: Thank you sir.

SO_Lt_Berlin says:
::Sets her coffee down and stands::

CNS_Reyvad says:
::sees the other people standing, wonders if he should, too::

Host CO_Prin says:
All:  Ens Rochelle

ACSO_T`Rylea_Rochelle says:
Aye:: stands up::

Host CO_Prin says:
All:  Ens Nadal

CNS_Reyvad says:
::stands up, wondering what's going on::

EO_Nadal says:
::Grins brightly, stands up, glances to Jazz, then back forward.::

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
::wonders what's happening::

Host CO_Prin says:
All:  For you efforts on Rumax 2, I'm pleased to present you with the Distinguished Service Medal for Combat.  Congratulations everyone.

ACSO_T`Rylea_Rochelle says:
::almost faints::

SO_Lt_Berlin says:
::Her jaw drops a little then nods slightly::

CMO_Lennier says:
Self: Good job ::nods to the captain::

Host CO_Prin says:
::smiles::  All:  Please have a seat..

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::claps for Nadal::

CMO_Lennier says:
::sits down::

EO_Nadal says:
::Sits.::

CNS_Reyvad says:
::sits::

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
::sits down::

Host CO_Prin says:
CMO:  Ens MacDonald please step forward.

CMO_Lennier says:
::stands up and approaches the CO::

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::pats Nadal on his back::

EO_Nadal says:
::Glances at the CMO.::

SO_Lt_Berlin says:
::Sits down::

Host CO_Prin says:
::picks up boxes and opens them::

EO_Nadal says:
::Smiles, whispers.:: CEO: Thanks sir. ::Indicates the CMO.:: Watch.

CMO_Lennier says:
::Wonders what is going on::

Host CO_Prin says:
CMO:  For your injuries sustained on Rumax 2, I present you with the purple heart..

CMO_Lennier says:
CO: thank you. ::Nods::

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::nods in agreemet::

SO_Lt_Berlin says:
::Picks up her coffee again and sips some more::

EO_Nadal says:
::Smiles for the CMO, whispers.:: CEO: He's more than earned it.

Host CO_Prin says:
CMO:  One moment...  ::pulls out another box::  For your services on the Huron ::pulls out pip::   I promote you to Lt Jg.

Host CO_Prin says:
::pins pip on CMO::

CNS_Reyvad says:
::head down, doesn't really hear any of this::

CMO_Lennier says:
::jaw drops:: CO: Kaytie!?!?

Host CO_Prin says:
::glares at the CMO::

CMO_Lennier says:
::Nods to the CO and sits down::

SO_Lt_Berlin says:
::Senses the CNS's despondency and shakes her head::

FCO_Hewitt says:
::Whisper to CTO:: TOm: good job.

Host CO_Prin says:
CTO:  Lt JG Johnson please step forward.

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::claps for the CMO::

EO_Nadal says:
::Claps.::

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
FCO: yes... ::steps forward::

CMO_Lennier says:
~~~CNS: you ok?~~~

FCO_Hewitt says:
~~~~Lennier: Good job!~~~~

Host CO_Prin says:
::pulls out a box::  CTO:  For injuries sustained on Rumax 2, I present you with this purple heart.  Now Lt, this is your second one...  Please be careful... I don't want to present you with anymore.... ::smiles::

CMO_Lennier says:
~~~FCO: thanks mara. The kids are doing fine~~~

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::thinking about his interceptor::

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::claps::

Host CO_Prin says:
::pulls out a second:: CTO:  All for your continued service on the Huron, I'm pleased to promote you to full Lt.

EO_Nadal says:
::Claps.::

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
::smiles at the CO:: CO: thank you ma'am... i hope it won't happen again...

Host CO_Prin says:
::pins on Pip::

FCO_Hewitt says:
~~~~lennier: I know I was just there..Bty is there any chance on early release?~~~~

Host CO_Prin says:
CTO:  Congratulations Lt.

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
CO: thank you ma'am

CMO_Lennier says:
~~~FCO: possibly for Kesh, but izzy is a bit weaker. i'd like keep him in for the full time~~~

Host CO_Prin says:
CNS:  Lt Reyvad, please step forward.

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
::steps back, and sits down..::

CNS_Reyvad says:
::hears his name, looks up::  CO: Yes, sir?

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::seems happy that his crewmates are being promoted but surpesses his urge to smile::

FCO_Hewitt says:
~~~~Lennier: Ok ..I will talk to you after duty shift>~~~~

Host CO_Prin says:
CNS:  I have a couple of things here, but I will present the more pleasant aspect first...

EO_Nadal says:
::Smiles with pride for his crewmembers, mumbles to himself.:: Self: They all deserve them. ::Glances to Jazz and smiles.::

CMO_Lennier says:
~~~FCO: OK just come by sickbay~~~

CNS_Reyvad says:
::gets up::

FCO_Hewitt says:
::nods to Lennier::

Host CO_Prin says:
CNS:  For your continued excellent service to the Huron, I'm pleased to promote you to LtCmdr.   Congratulations Cmdr..  ::smiles::

CMO_Lennier says:
::nods back to Mara::

CNS_Reyvad says:
::manages a small, but fake, smile::  Thank you, sir

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::whispering::EO: yes they do and you deserve your meadal also...have  you looked over my interceptor specs?

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::claps for the CNS::

Host CO_Prin says:
CNS:  Please remain up here.  ALL:  As you know we lost another valuable crew member on our last mission.

SO_Lt_Berlin says:
::Finishes off her coffee and looks down into her empty cup then looks back to the CO and CNS::

EO_Nadal says:
::Claps with a smile, then frowns slightly:: CEO: Sorry sir..  I didn't have time yet.

CMO_Lennier says:
::looks up at the CO and the CNS::

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::feels the pain of his crew members bogging him::

Host CO_Prin says:
ALL:  LtCmdr Kalis was killed during our last mission on Rumax 2.   We not only lost our 2nd officer but a friend and LtCmdr Reyvad's mate.

EO_Nadal says:
::Sighs, tries to hold his feeling of pain back.::

Host CO_Prin says:
CNS:  On behalf of SF, I would like you to accept these medals that the Cmdr earned.

EO_Nadal says:
::Thinks: "He's lost his Ahkayah."::

CMO_Lennier says:
~~~EO: take a deep breathe. your feelings are leaking out everywhere~~~

CNS_Reyvad says:
::holds his feelings deep inside::  CO: Thank you, sir

Host CO_Prin says:
::picking boxes along with the flag::  CNS:  Please accept the Distinguised Service Medal with Combat Cluster, The purple heart and the Silver Star, which is in a framed case.

Host CO_Prin says:
::hands him the boxes along with the Flag::

EO_Nadal says:
::Sighs and takes a deep breath.::

SO_Lt_Berlin says:
::Leans back in her chair crossing her arms listening, watching the CNS blank face knowing his has to be hurting somewhere::

CNS_Reyvad says:
::takes the pile::

OPS_Thornne says:
::Glances back at his PADD, not wanting to be reminded of his own losses::

Host CO_Prin says:
::places a hand on the CNS's shoulder::  CNS:  I know this is difficult, please bear with me...

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::feels an overload but tries seperating his thoughts::

EO_Nadal says:
::Doesnt quite like people intruding into his mind.  Sighs.::

FCO_Hewitt says:
::glance around the room and feels everyone emotions::

CNS_Reyvad says:
CO: I'm a counselor...  I know what needs to be done...  how to deal with this

CMO_Lennier says:
::glances over at the FCO and smiles::

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::keeping his thoughts away from the others thoughts and distacing them::

Host CO_Prin says:
CNS:  SF Has also authorized me to promote LtCmdr Kalis to full Cmdr... I'm just sorry she didn't get to live to see this.....

Host CO_Prin says:
::hands the pips over to Reyvad::

FCO_Hewitt says:
::catch the Cmo looking at her and puts her attention to CO::

EO_Nadal says:
::Stifles a moan of anguish.  Closes his eyes, sighs softly.  Then takes another deep breath.::

Host CO_Prin says:
CNS:  Are you alright ?

CNS_Reyvad says:
::a tear escapes his left eye, then he pushes his emotions back down, hidden from the world::

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::twitches from Nadal's pain but holds with full concentration on blocking the others out::

Host CO_Prin says:
::speaking quitely:: CNS:  Would you like to say something ?

CMO_Lennier says:
::sees the tear from the CNS:: 

CNS_Reyvad says:
CO: No...  no thank you, sir

CNS_Reyvad says:
::returns to his seat quickly::

Host CO_Prin says:
::nods at the CNS::

SO_Lt_Berlin says:
::Watches quietly.  Wondering......not knowing what can be done::

EO_Nadal says:
::Remembers his boss... Clears his throat, and focuses on the chair in front of him, concentrating on blanking his mind out.::

CMO_Lennier says:
::gets up quietly and goes over to the CNS:: CNS: i'll authorize more leave if you wish. 

FCO_Hewitt says:
::watches the CNS  return to his seat::

Host CO_Prin says:
ALL:  Ok, we got ourselves a escort mission with a race we have not met.   Full diplomatic curtesey will be given.  No exceptions.   Ok, dismissed.

CMO_Lennier says:
::gets up and starts to leave the OL::

EO_Nadal says:
::Stands and lets some of the others go before him.::

FCO_Hewitt says:
::get up to leave OL::

ACSO_T`Rylea_Rochelle says:
::stunned by the tremendous amount of emotion in the OL she still sits::

Host CO_Prin says:
OPS:  Lt Thornne, I would like a full report before we begin dispersing...

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::sits breathing remembering to wait to talk to the captian::

CTO_Lt_Tom says:
::gets up.. and leaves OL, heading to the bridge::

SO_Lt_Berlin says:
::Places her coffee cup in the replicator in the room and turns around to look t those still in the room::

CNS_Reyvad says:
::looks up for the first time since sitting back down, notices everyone leaving::

CMO_Lennier says:
::stands and waits for the captain::

ACSO_T`Rylea_Rochelle says:
::gets up slowly still in shock and walks to the CNS::

Host CO_Prin says:
::moves over to the CNS::  CNS: Are you going to be alright ?

FCO_Hewitt says:
::enters bridge and takes helm::

CNS_Reyvad says:
CO: I'm fine, sir

CTO_Lt_Tom says:
::arrives at the bridge, and moves at tactical::

SO_Lt_Berlin says:
::Walks out of the Officer's lounge and walks slowly waiting for the aCSO::

ACSO_T`Rylea_Rochelle says:
CNS: Sir I am truly sorry about your loss and if there is anything I can do please let me help.

Host CO_Prin says:
CNS:  Will you be alright for the mission ahead...

Host Captain_Skyler says:
::Sitting in the Command Chair::

OPS_Thornne says:
CO: Aye sir, I have to go over flight plans with the CTO, but the Falcon, and the Pheonix are being prepped now.

CNS_Reyvad says:
::stands up::  ACSO: ::slightly raised voice::  I'm fine

Host CO_Prin says:
OPS:  Excellent, please keep me appriased.

ACSO_T`Rylea_Rochelle says:
CNS: Yes?

CNS_Reyvad says:
::leaves the OL::

Host CO_Prin says:
CEO:  Is there something I can help you with ?

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::Keeps focusing on seperating thoughts as he waits::

CMO_Lennier says:
::goes over to the ASCO:: ASO: leave him be, he's having a rough time

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
CO: yes Ma'am

CNS_Reyvad says:
::quickly takes the boxes to his quarters, then returns to the bridge::

Host CO_Prin says:
::smiles:: CEO:  How can I help ?

ACSO_T`Rylea_Rochelle says:
:: walks slowly to the SO::

EO_Nadal says:
::Exits the OL and heads to the Engineering console on the Bridge and starts some systems checks on the ship and the shuttles.::

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
CO:   I need to schedual an appiontment with you for I have 2 things to present to you

OPS_Thornne says:
::Exits the Observation lounge and heads over to tactical::

CTO_Lt_Tom says:
::scans the surrounding area, and the results show nothing out of the ordinary::

SO_Lt_Berlin says:
::Turns:: aCSO: Ready to go? ::Forces a smile::

CMO_Lennier says:
::nods to the captain:: and leaves the OL::

ACSO_T`Rylea_Rochelle says:
SO: I feel for him.  I know what is like to lose his mate.

Host CO_Prin says:
::nods:: CEO:  Ok...  Once we get moving and find out what we are up against, why don't you come and see me.

CNS_Reyvad says:
::sits in his chair, next to the Captain's chair::

OPS_Thornne says:
CTO: I would like you to go over the flight plans I have worked up for the shuttles, any suggestions would be appreciated

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
CO: ok thankyou ma'am

EO_Nadal says:
::Runs a level 2 diagnostic on the shuttle crafts systems.::

Host CO_Prin says:
CEO:  I would also like to see you on the bridge during this mission.

SO_Lt_Berlin says:
aCSO: I can't say I've experienced it first hand, but I have felt it's wake in others more often than I'd like to think. ::Enters the TL::

Host Captain_Skyler says:
::Turns to the CNS:: Lieutenant....Commander? Congratulations Reyvad

CMO_Lennier says:
::walks over to the CNS:: quietly:: CNS: would you like me to arrange for some extra leave time?

CNS_Reyvad says:
Skyler: Thank you, sir

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
CO: yes Ma'am

CTO_Lt_Tom says:
:: turns arround, and sees OPS:: OPS: i'll get right on it

EO_Nadal says:
::Starts a level 3 diagnostic on the ships weapons, shields, warp core, sensor and impulse systems.::

ACSO_T`Rylea_Rochelle says:
SO: Agreed

CNS_Reyvad says:
CMO: I'll decide that, thank you very much

SO_Lt_Berlin says:
TL: Shuttle bay.

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::thinking about the report and forcusing on keeping the other's thoughts out::

Host CO_Prin says:
::Smiles:: CEO:  SHall we.  ::heads for the bridge::

CMO_Lennier says:
CNS: ok just let me know

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
CO: we shall

CTO_Lt_Tom says:
::displays the flight plans on the secondary console, and analises them::

OPS_Thornne says:
*EO* Make sure the Falcon and the Pheonix are flight ready, and have weapons options installed.

Host Captain_Skyler says:
::Turns around whe he hears the doors hiss open and smiles::

ACSO_T`Rylea_Rochelle says:
SO: It must be hard for him though.

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::takes a deep breath and gets up and heads for the bridge::

EO_Nadal says:
::Sees the diagnostics on the shuttles, smiles.::

Host CO_Prin says:
::enters the bridge and heads for her chair::  Sklyer:  Richard, its good to see you again. ::Smiles and offers her hand::

CMO_Lennier says:
::stands up and heads for science 1 and initiates an LRS and SRS of the surrounding area::

SO_Lt_Berlin says:
aCSO: Yes and  My heart breaks, but  I don't think he wants any sympathy right now.

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::enters behind captian and heads for engineering::

Host Captain_Skyler says:
::Shakes her hand:: I stand relieved. Thought you may need some help on this one.

SO_Lt_Berlin says:
aCSO: He wants to get back into his work.  His feelings will be taken care of soon enough in his own way.  ::Exits the TL as the doors open::

ACSO_T`Rylea_Rochelle says:
SO: Of course not and I wouldn't dream of offering it either.  He is a proud man.

Host CO_Prin says:
Skyler:  Any help you can render will be appreciated.  Have we made contact yet ?

Host Captain_Skyler says:
CO: Negative. Still 2 hours till rendez vouz

CMO_Lennier says:
::seeing nothing out of the ordinary he continues doing low level scans::

ACSO_T`Rylea_Rochelle says:
::walks with the SO towards the shutle bay::

CTO_Lt_Tom says:
::makes a small modification to the flight plan:: OPS:i have completed my review, and  i modified it a little bit. do you want me to transfer it  on to a PADD or ...

EO_Nadal says:
OPS: I've just completed a diagnostic on all shuttles.  All systems at 100%.  I have an Engineering crew working on the weapons options sir.

SO_Lt_Berlin says:
::Nods to the aCSO:: aCSO: I do understand.  Have you ever flown a shuttle?

Host CO_Prin says:
::sighs::  Skyler:  Is there anything more I should know that you haven't told me.  ::takes her seat::

SO_Lt_Berlin says:
::Enters the shuttle bay and heads to their shuttle::

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::looks at engine power readings::

Host Captain_Skyler says:
::Sits in the XO's chair:: You know all that I do know at this time

ACSO_T`Rylea_Rochelle says:
SO: Not really but I have a level 3 flight clearance on shuttles.

OPS_Thornne says:
EO: Very good, we don't want any surprises out there, you will take the Falcon, I'll take the Pheonix

CMO_Lennier says:
::looks over at the captain:: CO: still nothing on LRS or SRS

Host CO_Prin says:
::turns and looks at him:: Skyler:  Which is not much....  I don't know, I don't like this.

EO_Nadal says:
::Smiles as he reads out the ships systems.::OPS: All ships systems at 100%

SO_Lt_Berlin says:
::Enters the shuttle:: aCSO:  Would you like to drive or would you like me to?

Host CO_Prin says:
CMO:  Thank you Lt.  Please keep a close eye on them.

CNS_Reyvad says:
CO: Everything is ready for the arrival of the delegation

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::thinking he should be flying one of the shuttles::

OPS_Thornne says:
CTO: Download the directly to the shuttles

CMO_Lennier says:
CO: aye..

EO_Nadal says:
OPS: Aye, I'll take the Falcon.  ::Sends the data on the diagnostics to his CEO.::

Host Captain_Skyler says:
CO: being this far out in Federation Space, we need all the Allies we can get Captain.

Host CO_Prin says:
CNS:  Excellent...

CTO_Lt_Tom says:
::hears OPS, and downloads all of the flight plans on the 2 shuttles:: OPS: complete...

Host CO_Prin says:
Skyler:  Yes I know, but are we sure these Xelmarks are not part of the Farquarhan empire ?

OPS_Thornne says:
CTO: so my plans didn't quite meet with your approval ::grins slightly::

ACSO_T`Rylea_Rochelle says:
SO: I think you should fly her and I will just watch.  I haven't flown one of these things in years and I am a bit rusty.  ::laughs::

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::recieves data from Nadal and looks over it to see if there is anything there::

Host CO_Prin says:
CNS:  How many Diplomatic missions have you been on ?

CNS_Reyvad says:
CO: A few...

SO_Lt_Berlin says:
aCSO: Not a problem.  ::Enters and head to the helm::

CTO_Lt_Tom says:
OPS: your plans are good, i just had to make minor modifications...

Host Captain_Skyler says:
CO: The Xelmarks can be trusted. We sent an observation team there last year. They are not alligned

Host CO_Prin says:
CNS:  Good I'm going to be relying on you....

EO_Nadal says:
OPS: Are we ready sir?

Host CO_Prin says:
Skyler:  That is a relief..

CMO_Lennier says:
::continues to scan the area still finding nothing::

CTO_Lt_Tom says:
OPS: by the way. did you succeed in installing all weapons on the shuttles ?

CNS_Reyvad says:
CO: Aye, sir

OPS_Thornne says:
::Punches the CTO playfully on the arm:: CTO: Congrats by the way on the promotion

Host Captain_Skyler says:
CO: ::Pulls a holo out of his pack:: I believe I owe you this...It was taken last night

Host CO_Prin says:
::takes the holo and looks:: Skyler:  I don't understand...

ACSO_T`Rylea_Rochelle says:
*CO*: We are ready for departure when ever you would like sir.

CTO_Lt_Tom says:
OPS: yeah.. thanks

CMO_Lennier says:
CO: still nothing on sensors

EO_Nadal says:
::Gets a message from his Engineering Teams that the shuttles are ready.:: OPS: All shuttles outfitted with the weaposn options.

CNS_Reyvad says:
::gets slightly annoyed at the CMO::

Host CO_Prin says:
::smiles as she takes a close look::  Skyler:  What a great picture...  Chrissy is getting so big...

CMO_Lennier says:
::looks over at the CNS and shrugs::

Host Captain_Skyler says:
CO: yes, she is indeed

Host CO_Prin says:
*ACSO*:  As soon as the OPS O gives the word....

Host CO_Prin says:
Skyler:  You are a lucky man...

ACSO_T`Rylea_Rochelle says:
*CO*: Acknowledged

Host CO_Prin says:
OPS:  How long until the shuttles can depart ?

Host Captain_Skyler says:
CO: thanks Captain

EO_Nadal says:
::Deactivates his console and turns to OPS:: OPS: I'm heading down to the shuttle bay.

OPS_Thornne says:
CO: We are ready with the escort shuttles, and the flight plans have been approved by the CTO and downloaded

CTO_Lt_Tom says:
OPS: if you need any help with the shuttles, just give me a call...

OPS_Thornne says:
EO: I meet you down there

Host Captain_Skyler says:
CO: <w> what is your defense perimeter?

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
CO: would you like me at helm?

ACSO_T`Rylea_Rochelle says:
::still thinks about the counselor and his loss::

EO_Nadal says:
OPS: Aye sir.  ::Enters the TL:: TL: Shuttle bay.

Host CO_Prin says:
OPS:  Ok, transfer over to my console and depart when ready.  Please keep a open com channel.

Host CO_Prin says:
Skyler:  Its coming up on my console now...  CEO:  PLease do, slave the engineering station there also.

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::sees he has not much going on at his station for Nadal and him have everything perfect::

OPS_Thornne says:
CO: Aye sir.

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
CO: yes ma'am

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::walks over to the helm and sits swinging the console over::

EO_Nadal says:
::Exits the TL, enters the shuttle craft "Falcon" and does a flight systems check.::

OPS_Thornne says:
CTO: Keep us on transporter lock, if we get into trouble out there ::grins, and whispers:: you will have to answer to the XO

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::slaves engineering to the helm::

SO_Lt_Berlin says:
::brings her thoughts back to the present:: aCSO: So what do I wait on to launch this thing? ::Smiles::

OPS_Thornne says:
::Transfers OPS controls as the Captain suggested::

CNS_Reyvad says:
::lost in thought::

EO_Nadal says:
:: Powers up the shuttles systems after seeing everything is fine.::

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
Ops: can I have our flight plan

EO_Nadal  (PowerUp.wav)

ACSO_T`Rylea_Rochelle says:
SO: We are just waiting for the goahead from OPS.

Host CO_Prin says:
CEO:  It should be already programmed in...

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
CO: ok see it

CTO_Lt_Tom says:
OPS: hehe... will do.  i'll make sure you have a nice flight...

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
ALL: thankyou

OPS_Thornne says:
CO: With you ermision sir?

Host CO_Prin says:
OPS:  Permission granted.

SO_Lt_Berlin says:
::Nods:: aCSO: Sounds good!  So how long have you been on the Huron?

OPS_Thornne says:
::Heads into the TL:: TL: SHuttle Bay

EO_Nadal says:
*CO*: Im ready to depart sir. ::Makes a last second adjustment.::

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::enters coordinats indicated and waits for the engage signal from the captian::

CMO_Lennier says:
::scans the area again as the shuttles leave::

ACSO_T`Rylea_Rochelle says:
SO:Not long

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::looks at the navagation map to get familiar with layouts of the area::

EO_Nadal says:
*OPS*: All systems read with the Falcon sir.

SO_Lt_Berlin says:
aCSO: This is just a temporary assginment for me.  I'll be leaving in a couple of weeks.

CTO_Lt_Tom says:
::locks on the OPSs' and EOs'  signals, and reconfigures the shields to match the transporter signal frequency::

OPS_Thornne says:
::Enters the shuttle Bay, and climbs into the Falcon::

ACSO_T`Rylea_Rochelle says:
SO:I was transfered to the Huron as her ACSO pending the return of the CSO.

CMO_Lennier says:
::stands at the back scanning and sensors pick up the convo on LRS::

CMO_Lennier says:
CO: convoy on LRS

ACSO_T`Rylea_Rochelle says:
*CO*: Shuttle Phoenix ready for launch.

SO_Lt_Berlin says:
aCSO: I understand......Well, I wish you luck at whatever you find your hand to do.

OPS_Thornne says:
*EO* Falcon stands ready, we launch on the Captains signal

ACSO_T`Rylea_Rochelle says:
SO: You to.

Host CO_Prin says:
*ACSO, OPS*:  Launch when ready...

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::thinking that sometimes he wishes he becasme an FCO instead of a CEO but happy with his choice::

ACSO_T`Rylea_Rochelle says:
*CO*: Shuttle Phoenix launching.

SO_Lt_Berlin says:
::Hears the order and waits for the aCSO to give the okay::

Host Captain_Skyler says:
CO: the moment of truth is falling upon us

ACSO_T`Rylea_Rochelle says:
SO: Lets get going

Host CO_Prin says:
*ACSO*:  Keep your Eyes peeled Ens.

ACSO_T`Rylea_Rochelle says:
#CO:Aye Sir.

EO_Nadal says:
::Gets up  ready to let OPS take control of the shuttle.:: OPS: You can have control sir. ::Stands aside.::

SO_Lt_Berlin says:
#aCSO: On my way. ::Launches the shuttle carefully::

OPS_Thornne says:
@EO: Take us out

Host Captain_Skyler says:
ACTION: Shuttles Phoenix and Falcon depart the Huron

CMO_Lennier says:
::tracks the convoy on LRS::

EO_Nadal says:
@::Flys the shuttle Falcon away from the U.S.S. Huron.:: OPS: Everythings looking good sir.

OPS_Thornne says:
@COM: Falcon: Take up patrol pattern Alpha

OPS_Thornne says:
@EO: Lay in patrol pattern Beta

EO_Nadal says:
@ OPS: Patrol pattern Beta layed in. ::Hand on the button.:: Ready sir.

Host CO_Prin says:
FCO:  Bring the screen up...

OPS_Thornne says:
@EO:Engage

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::brings up the screen::

CEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
CO: ok

CTO_Lt_Tom says:
::activates targeting system enhancments he made since the last combat with the Dirisken::

EO_Nadal says:
@ :: Pushes the button and starts their patrol pattern Beta.:: OPS: Done sir.

ACSO_T`Rylea_Rochelle says:
#COM:OPS: Where do you want us Sir.

SO_Lt_Berlin says:
#::Brings sensors online and continues flying the shuttle while awating further orders::

EO_Nadal says:
@::Scans his console and looks out the viewport for a moment.:: OPS: Do you have LRS/SRS?

FCEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::looks at his choices for manuevers incase things get harry::

OPS_Thornne says:
@COM: ASCO: Utilize patrol patter Alpha, and keep open channels with us and the Huron

Host Captain_Skyler says:
ACTION: the convoy enters Communications Range

ACSO_T`Rylea_Rochelle says:
#COM:OPS: Patrol pattern Alpha Aye sir.

Host CO_Prin says:
FCO:  Open hailing frequencies...

FCEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::checks the plasma distribution network::

FCEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::opens hailing freq::

ACSO_T`Rylea_Rochelle says:
#SO: Patern Alpha and keep channels open for the Huron and the Falcon

FCEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
CO: channel open ma'am

OPS_Thornne says:
@COM: CO: We have the convoy on sensors, and we are engageing in our patrol patterns

SO_Lt_Berlin says:
#::Initiates pattern alpha::

CMO_Lennier says:
CO: sensors indicate  8 ships, all merchant vessels capable of Warp factor 5

OPS_Thornne says:
@::Begins initiating scans of the convoy and the surounding area of space::

EO_Nadal says:
@::Makes a slight course adjustment.  Doesnt want to be caught off guard.:: OPS: Should I activate backup systems.  I wouldnt want to meet anyone out here in this little shuttle without being.. ::Slight emphisys:: Heavily armed sir. ::Grins.::

Host CO_Prin says:
COM:OPS:  Acknowldge.

Lo`Zari says:
%COMM: Huron.  Huron, about time, too!

Host Captain_Skyler says:
::Glances over at CO::

CTO_Lt_Tom says:
::targets all of the ships in the convoy::

EO_Nadal says:
::Scans his console looking for any problems and makes yet another flight adjustment to their course.  Starts to hum a toon.::

OPS_Thornne says:
@EO: Bring us to yellow alert, arm weapons, defensive posture only

SO_Lt_Berlin says:
#::Looks over at the aCSO thinking she wanted to say something::

Host CO_Prin says:
COM:Lo`Zari:  My apologies for being late, we were late getting away from SB.   I'm Capt Prin of the USS Huron, may I know who you are.

EO_Nadal says:
@::Smiles, and brings the shuttle Falcon to Yellow alert.: OPS: Done.
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ACSO_T`Rylea_Rochelle says:
#SO: I wonder what kind of people these what do you call these people are?

CTO_Lt_Tom says:
::scans the ships useing a narrowed polaron beam, and disengages targeting sensors::

CMO_Lennier says:
CO: we're in SRS range Weapons tracking and visual now possible

Host CO_Prin says:
CMO:  Thanks, keep a close eye on them...  CTO:  Amaments ?

SO_Lt_Berlin says:
#aCSO: I believe they are human, but I'm not entirely sure.

ACSO_T`Rylea_Rochelle says:
#SO: Initiate yellow alert and bring  us in on a defensive posture.

Lo`Zari says:
%COMM: Huron:  I'd have thought you had already known that.  :;sighs, then talks as if he is reciting::  I am Lo'Zari, ambassador to my people, welcome to our planet, blah, blah, blah.......

CMO_Lennier says:
CO: aye sir

Lo`Zari says:
%::smiles wryly::

EO_Nadal says:
@::Continues flying and humming his toon, hoping nothing goes wrong and that no one attacks them.  Glances to OPS's console then back to his.:: OPS: How are things looking over there?

Host Captain_Skyler says:
::Tries not to laugh::

SO_Lt_Berlin says:
#aCSO: Aye.......Initiating yellow alert.

CMO_Lennier says:
::Chuckles under his breathe::

CNS_Reyvad says:
::barely manages to hold back an impatient stare at Lo`Zari::

CTO_Lt_Tom says:
CO: all weapons on line, shields up, and yellow alert activated

Host CO_Prin says:
::tries to hide a chuckle::  COM: L`Zari:  If you can fall in formation, we will get you back to SB 71.  I would also like to invite your deligation aboard the Huron for a small get together...

EO_Nadal says:
@::Makes the necessary flight control direction to keep within the normal patrol patern beta course.::

FCEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::~~looking for anything on Lo'Zari~~~~::

Am`bere says:
%::Stands by Lo'Zari tending to his needs::

OPS_Thornne says:
@COM: ASCO: You make a pass down the port side of the column and I will take the Starboard, scanners to maximum

Lo`Zari says:
%COMM: Huron:  Of course you would  ::still smiling wryly::  Well, I guess we'll just fall in behind you, and come right over, then.

CTO_Lt_Tom says:
::reads the sensor data:: CO: the Xelmark's weapons systems are minimal

Host CO_Prin says:
COM:Lo`Zari:  Good..  I look forward to meeting you.

Host CO_Prin says:
CTO:  Please keep an eye on them.

ACSO_T`Rylea_Rochelle says:
#SO: I really don't know to much about them either.

CNS_Reyvad says:
::stands up::

Lo`Zari says:
%COMM: Huron:  And so you should.  This is an important mission.

CTO_Lt_Tom says:
::configures a stealth targeting beam, and tries to find out more about their ships::  CO: aye

Host CO_Prin says:
::tries not to roll her eys::  COM:Lo`Zari:  I'll meet you in our TR in about 5 mins...

EO_Nadal says:
@::Continues with his humming and flight control checks as he continues on course with the patrol beta course.:: Self: This is ::A bit too loud.:: Great! ::Looks over to OPS.:: Sorry sir.

SO_Lt_Berlin says:
#aCSO: Well, I guess we'll find out, huh?

Host CO_Prin says:
CNS:  Shall we head for the TR ?   I would also like your first impressions of them.

OPS_Thornne says:
@COM: ASCO: take up position to the aft port side and fall into formation with them

Lo`Zari says:
%COMM: Huron:  I can't wait.

CNS_Reyvad says:
CO: Aye, sir

ACSO_T`Rylea_Rochelle says:
#SO: Yes I guess we will.::smiles::

OPS_Thornne says:
@EO: make our position to the starboard aft quarter, and  fall into formation

ACSO_T`Rylea_Rochelle says:
#SO: Maintain pattern Alpha and keep your eyes peeled.

FCEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::checks the enertial dampers::

Am`bere says:
%Lo'Zari: Will I be joining you on going to the huron?

CMO_Lennier says:
::watching the convoy::

Host CO_Prin says:
Sklyer:  Richard, would you like to join us ?

SO_Lt_Berlin says:
#::Hears the orders and brings the shuttle into position:: aCSO: Aye

FCEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::twittles thumbs wondering which button he wants to press next::

Host Captain_Skyler says:
CO: I suppose it would be the approprite thing to do. ::Smiles::

OPS_Thornne says:
@COM: Huron: We have the aft covered, you have point

Lo`Zari says:
%Am'bere:  You might as well come, my dear.  We have nothing better to do....

EO_Nadal says:
@::Runs a level 4 diagnostic just to make sure that systems are fine, while continuing his flight pattern.:: OPS: Aye sir. ::Makes the adjustment a bit too quickly and the shuttle veers a bit too much.:: Sorry sir. ::Slightly cringes hoping OPS doesnt get upset with him.::

Host CO_Prin says:
::Chuckles::  Skyler:  I'm going to need you to keep me from laughing at them.

Host Captain_Skyler says:
::Nods:: After you, Captain

FCEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::checks the formation of the flight group::

ACSO_T`Rylea_Rochelle says:
::Hopes to see her husband soon and her daughters::

OPS_Thornne says:
@COM: ASCO: we will take turns zig zagging through the convoy, and then back to station

Am`bere says:
%Lo'Zari: Very well...

ACSO_T`Rylea_Rochelle says:
#COM:OPS: Aye sir

EO_Nadal says:
@::Smiles as he sees that everything is fine with the shuttle.:: OPS: All systems at 100%, still at Yellow Alert sir.

FCEO_Spencer_JaZZ says:
::lines up the Huron in it's posstion::

OPS_Thornne says:
@EO: Easy does it ensign

Host Captain_Skyler says:
<<<<<PAUSE Mission>>>>>



